
Spring Term – 1st half 
Year 4 Homework Grid 

Please choose and complete one activity each week from this grid.  This should be completed and handed in every THURSDAY. 
Remember, presentation is very important.  This is an extension of your schoolwork, so school expectations must be maintained.  

Do not write with biro, coloured pencils or pens. 
Mountains are popular destinations for many 
different reasons. Some people like to take 
part in skiing activities. Others may prefer to 
be more adventurous and climb and conquer the 
mountain. Or even go paragliding...? Write a 
detailed account of a mountain environment 
activity. 

Write a short story, which makes use of the story 
mountain to help you plan your work. 

How many different ways are there to climb the 
mountain? Draw the mountain and record the 
routes. Start at the red cross. This route is 

Right, Left, Left, Right.

If you were to climb a mountain, what 
equipment might you need? Produce a leaflet 
for a climber new to the sport. 

How many words can you make out of 

‘Mighty mountains’ 

Words must contain 4 or more letters.  
Challenge: Write an exciting sentence containing 

at least two or more of your words.  
Can you use a sentence type? 

Research and produce a small fact file on a 
famous mountaineer. What interesting facts 

can you find out?

If you could live up a mountain, on a river or on the 
coast, which would you prefer and why? What might 
be the advantages and disadvantages of each 
location?  

Practice your 11 and 12 multiplication tables. 
You must achieve rapid recall of the facts and 

the associated divisions (within 3 seconds).  
Write two word problems, which require the 
knowledge of a multiplication or division fact 

from each table.

Create a piece of art inspired by a mountain. 
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